Venue Hire
Our Venue Hire price is an all-inclusive price that covers everything you need for your wedding here at
Penton Park, aside from Catering and Drinks.
We have listed all of the items included in the price below so that you can make sure to know exactly
what the details are, this is especially important If you are comparing several different Venues.

What’s included...
Exclusive use of Penton Park on one of the 20 dates we release each year, ensuring
exclusivity, a dedicated team and a five star service for yourselves and your guests.
Access on Saturday from as early as you would like to begin celebrations, until midnight.
Access on Friday from 10am to 2pm for setting up - we never ask our couples to set up
on the morning of their celebrations.
Access on Sunday to collect all of your belongings, which we will tidy and collate to one
central point for you on the Saturday evening after you have departed.
Ceremony facilities set up and laid out for you at your choice of our indoor or outdoor
locations.
Services of our dedicated and highly experienced event manager, including
production of a unique event sheet detailing your event from start to finish, and
attendance at a final event meeting to confirm all of the details are noted exactly as
you have planned them.
Tables and chairs for up to 85 guests, our standard hireware Is for Chiavari chairs but
upgrades can be arranged via our Caterers If you would like something more unique.
Complimentary transport for up to 50 guests to one central location within 20 miles, at
the end of your event.
Access to the bridal preparation room the morning of your wedding (access from 7.30am)*
Pre-wedding site visits with suppliers, these are not restricted or limited, but must be
pre-arranged.
Parking on site for up to 70 cars and space for a coach if required.
Overnight parking for guests cars if they wish to leave them and collect the next morning.
Full bar set up and stocked, plus we are happy to source any particular drinks you may
require.
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All bar staff, all glassware and disposal of all empty bottles at the end of the evening.
Allocated smoking area lit by our fire pit and flaming lanterns.
Flaming lanterns lit along the driveway when dusk falls.
All logs required for fires in winter season.
Cake table and Cake knife.
Glassware for arrival drinks for guests.
Booster seats for up to three children (additional quantities can be hired If required).
Baby changing table if required.
Reserved table space for guests to leave cards and gifts.
The use of two beautiful gold vintage style easels for you to use as you might wish,
perhaps for table plan, or directional information.
The use of our stunning giant chalkboard at the front of the house, useful for
notifying the time and location of your ceremony (a legal requirement), or
welcoming guests on arrival.
Use of the Sonus system located throughout the house, excellent for background music.
Use of our Bluetooth speaker for your outside ceremony.
Use of all garden furniture, including our croquet set and hammock in the garden for
guests to enjoy.
Discrete and professional security if required for events over 100 guests.
Heel protectors for all guests wearing heels with a diameter greater than a 5 pence
piece. We will apply these to your guests heels at the front door, whilst they protect our
soft wood floors they also stop you from sinking in the grass.

* Additional cost of £650

All prices include VAT
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